
Characteristics Instructions for use Pulv car 

Physical state: fragranced clear 
liquid 
Colour           yellow 
Fragrances   green and fruity 
touches 
Density         1.07 
pH                12.1 (at 5%) 
 
STORAGE CONDITIONS 
Store in closed original packaging. 
Stock temperature from -5°C to 
40°C. 
DMD : 36 months 
 
For more information, see MSDS.  

Wet the bodywork before washing. In all cases, dilute CARLAV 
to about 5 to 10%. 
 
Manual washing  
Apply the solution to the bodywork with a sponge. Brush lightly 
and let it take effect for 2 minutes, then rinse with a jet spray. 
Spraying  
Apply CARLAV with a spray like Pulv System (see photo), from 
the bottom to the top. Let it take effect for a few minutes. Rinse 
with a jet spray. 
Do not use on hot bodywork or in the sun 
Do not let the solution to dry on the surface. 
For a car wash gantry: adjust the device to obtain a dilution 
from 2 to 5 %.  
 
On sensitive surfaces (repainted or ageing, chromed plastic…), 
a preliminary test is recommended.  
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STAR JANTES : Cleaner, rim restorer 

 
 
The information contained in this technical data sheet is given sincerely but is only indicative. Therefore it involves no liability nor guarantee from our part, particularly in case of 
attack of third parties’ rights as a result of the use of our product. Non-contractual photos and images. 

Transport                       Construction            Livestock farming              

For washing all types of bodywork, lorries, cars, buses, farm machinery, public works machinery. 
Eliminates mud, dust, grease deposits, oils, as well as different dirts on bodywork, sheeting, chassis, 
rims.  

7 good reasons fo using CARLAV 
1. Economical: Can be used diluted at 5 to 10%. 
2. Multi-purpose: can be used manually, with the high-pressure cleaner. 
3. Eliminates the road film immediately. 
4. Totally soluble in water. 
5. Complies with the decree of 19th December 2013 modifying the decree of 8

th
 September 8th 

1999, modifications which concerned processes and cleaning products for materials and objects 
in contact with foodstuffs, products and drinks for the human and animal food. 
6. Anti-limescale. No marks after drying, doesn’t scale the machines. 
7. Leaves the bodywork bright and shiny.  
 

Particularly stuitable for use in 

CARLAV 
BODYWORK CLEANER 

Eliminates the static film 
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